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A few weeks ago I was keeping half an eye on Twitter while writing copy for an election leaflet 
when I noticed the Christian Science Monitor’s Africa Bureau Chief, @baldaulfji, tweet about a 
BBC report that President Zuma had spoken to Muammar Gaddafi on the telephone. Brow 
raised, I got hold of @GVanOnselen, the DA’s head of election communication, who ferreted out 
the details. Within half an hour the DA had released a statement asking the President for 
clarification. The story grew from there.  
 
Twitter provides obvious opportunities for a political party. The Zuma-call-to-Gadaffi story 
illustrates how 140-character nuggets of information can be turned into news.  
 
Twitter is also the place to nip misleading rumours in the bud. Just last week the Minister of 
Public Enterprises, @mgigaba, one of the ANC’s few Twitter-savvy politicians, tweeted that the 
DA had misspelt a word on its isiZulu poster. We established the facts quickly and set them 
straight. He’d confused the isiNdebele poster with the isiZulu one. Both were correct. And a 
potentially damaging story was strangled at birth.  
 
As social media expert @Sarietha of Naspers Labs says, “Twitter is where news breaks and 
trends start.” And Twitter is where @GasantAbarder, editor of this esteemed publication, 
contacted me to write a piece on the DA’s Twitter presence.  
 
But the advantage to the DA of social media like Twitter pales in comparison to the advantage to 
the voter, for one very simple reason: access. @HelenZille, @PatriciaDeLille, @LindiMazibuko, 
@MaimaneAM, @Ianneilson are all on Twitter. So are scores of other DA tweeps, including 
members of parliament, staff and activists. Collectively, we get thousands of comments and 
questions every mouth, and as many as possible of those questions are answered.   
 
The truth is that politicians are pretty exposed on social media. It’s not just that you can 
question them directly. It’s that you can do it in public, and complain just as publicly when you 
don’t like something they’ve said or done. So for politicians, there is only one intelligent way to 
respond to Twitter: embrace it. (No, not close it down, as the ANC Youth League once 
suggested.)  
 
That’s why I started Twitter Q&A sessions on Sunday evenings at 8pm, and billed them as 
opportunities to “Ask Anything”. @gussilber, Twitter luminary and well-known writer calls them 
Twitter Town Hall meetings and, with his permission, so shall we from now. The first two have 
been great successes. I’ve got gentle long-hops from die-hard supporters (casually dispatched 
over long-on for six), spiteful googlies from impossible-to-please critics (gracefully angled away 
for a single, I hope) and every kind of question in-between. But no matter how tough the 
question, I do my best to answer.  
 



For a party, and certainly for the party’s strategist, having scores of people on Twitter is 
potentially a problem. How to control them all? What if someone embarrasses us with an ill-
considered tweet? The solution: relax, say sorry and move on. We’re only human, after all. And 
indeed one of the most valuable dimensions of Twitter for the DA is precisely that people get to 
see us being ourselves.  
 
@gussilber has said of the DA’s tweeple that “they seem to be at home on social media, and are 
unafraid of using it to engage with their voters, potential voters, skeptics and opponents alike.” 
Exactly. The DA crowd on Twitter is enthusiastic, sometimes silly, often serious and unafraid of a 
robust debate with critics, as @mandydewaal will tell you!  
 
Sure, some use it simply to tweet announcements and don’t get involved in discussion, but most 
are pretty engaged. There probably isn’t another deputy mayor in South Africa who banters 
away with all comers like @ianneilson does. And as I write, @alanwinde, the Western Cape 
Finance Minister, has just tweeted from the legislature that Lynn Brown turned up 10 minutes 
late for the Premier’s budget speech, sparking quite a response.  
 
The DA has played in the social media space for quite a while now. Our efforts are well managed 
by @takkie13, sometimes also known as Beverly Schafer, and include a presence on Twitter, 
Facebook and a number of blogs. The trick is to integrate everything, so whatever your point of 
contact, you’re offered the opportunity to engage across all the social media platforms we use.  
 
One of the most important of those platforms for the next seven weeks is our election blog, 
www.thedadeliverydaily.com. It’s a repository of easy-to-access facts setting out the DA’s track 
record in government, providing credibility to our promise of delivery for all. Comments are 
already coming in and the discussion promises to be lively.  
 
I’m @RyanCoetzee, by the way, DA strategist and Twitter enthusiast. Follow me to join the 
Twitter Town Hall sessions on Sunday evenings at 8pm. And remember, you can “Ask Anything”. 
See you there.  
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